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1. Introduction

We are at risk of losing the power of 
antibiotics, as the rate of antibiotic resis
tance is rising to dangerous levels. Newly 
developed agents are becoming inef
fective much more rapidly than during 
the previous decades, while the celerity 
of our new inventions alarmingly falls 
behind. This bottleneck mandates the 
reevaluation of our battle strategy about 
how we utilize the existing antibiotics.

Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) 
is the clinical practice of measuring this 
drug concentration in blood or plasma, or 
in other biological fluids that can be linked 
to blood drug levels. Success of the antibi
otherapy strongly depends on the ability to 
keep the antibiotic concentrations within 
therapeutic ranges tailored to respond 
the unique pharmacokinetics/pharmaco
dynamics (PK/PD) of the patient. In the 
current practice, however, this operational 
window is determined based on the data 

Personalized antibiotherapy ensures that the antibiotic concentration remains 
in the optimal therapeutic window to maximize efficacy, minimize side effects, 
and avoid the emergence of drug resistance due to insufficient dosing. 
However, such individualized schemes need frequent sampling to tailor 
the blood antibiotic concentrations. To optimally integrate therapeutic drug 
monitoring (TDM) into the clinical workflow, antibiotic levels can either be 
measured in blood using point-of-care testing (POCT), or can rely on nonin-
vasive sampling. Here, a versatile biosensor with an antibody-free assay for 
on-site TDM is presented. The platform is evaluated with an animal study, 
where antibiotic concentrations are quantified in different matrices including 
whole blood, plasma, urine, saliva, and exhaled breath condensate (EBC). The 
clearance and the temporal evaluation of antibiotic levels in EBC and plasma 
are demonstrated. Influence of matrix effects on measured drug concentra-
tions is determined by comparing the plasma levels with those in noninvasive 
samples. The system’s potential for blood-based POCT is further illustrated 
by tracking ß-lactam concentrations in untreated blood samples. Finally, 
multiplexing capabilities are explored successfully for multianalyte/sample 
analysis. By enabling a rapid, low-cost, sample-independent, and multiplexed 
on-site TDM, this system can shift the paradigm of “one-size-fits-all” strategy.

The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/adma.202104555.
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collected from animal models and healthy population. Based 
on these statistically accepted ranges, patients’ drug concentra
tions are then categorized as either subtherapeutic, therapeutic, 
or toxic. Therefore, physicians can only judge the presence or 
absence of a clinical response days later. In such a case, either 
a different type of antibiotic is utilized or additional agents are 
added to the therapy.[1] In this regard, traditional TDM would 
be an extension of the “onesizefitsall” approach, potentially 
resulting in subtherapeutic conditions and in turn, antibiotic 
resistance.[1–5] Given the variations in the antibiotic exposures 
across different patients, personalized antibiotherapy is consid
ered as a promising remedy to maximize the antibiotic effective
ness. In such an individualized approach, the dynamics of the 
treatment process is to be tailored simultaneously, according to 
the requirements of each individual.[1] This process necessitates 
a feedback control loop, bringing a much greater burden to the 
clinical laboratory because samples need to be analyzed more 
frequently to tailor both the PK/PD models and the therapeutic 
targets. Implementation of datadriven methods, like Bayesian 
forecasting, to feedback the control loop can further support 
the dose optimization. Another challenge here is the paucity of 
valid assays for many drugs of interest to be monitored.

Therapeutic studies have been mostly established for blood
based analysis, providing a relatively voluminous database com
pared to other bodily fluids. Nonetheless, this familiar approach 
is impractical considering the costs and resources associated 
with collecting, transporting, processing, and analyzing the 
blood for personalized TDM. Recent bloodbased studies are 
focusing on ways to alleviate these issues by decreasing the 
sample volume and eliminating the need for expensive equip
ment and expertise.[6–11] Alternatively, other matrices such as 
interstitial fluid,[12–18] tears,[19] saliva,[20–22] or sweat[22–29] can be 
used to replace the invasive TDM. Herein, the common chal
lenges stem from the complex transport mechanisms of anti
biotics from the blood to the sampling site of interest, which 
make the interpretation of the measured concentrations unique 
for each medium. Breath could be a potential alternative to 
bypass the transportationrelated issues, as blood–breath trans
portation is relatively direct compared with the other noninva
sive samples. In particular, transport resistances result in low 
analyte concentrations, necessitating highly sensitive detection 
methods, while secretion of the noninvasive samples further 
complicates the way the antibiotics interact with metabolic 
activities.[30]

Recently, a fluorescence spectrometry method coupled with 
copper nanocrystals has been introduced for the determina
tion of vancomycin in exhaled breath condensate (EBC) sam
ples after the administration of the antibiotic.[31] Although the 
possibility of detecting vancomycin in EBC was demonstrated 
with a spike–recovery test, the temporal evaluation of vanco
mycin in EBC samples and correlation of measured values with 
plasma levels have not been investigated. In a similar study, 
UV–vis spectroscopy has been utilized for tobramycin detection 
from breath samples of healthy subjects inhaling antibiotics 
for a certain amount of time.[32] However, also in this study, 
no investigation has been performed to correlate antibiotic 
levels in plasma and EBC. Some attempts have been made to 
quantify different types of antibiotics in EBC using chromato
graphic methods. Breath and EBC samples from patients given 

piperacillin/tazobactam or meropenem were measured using 
ultrahighpressure liquid chromatography highresolution 
mass spectrometry.[33] While the possibility of a correlation was 
examined, no link between EBC and plasma antibiotic levels 
could be found. To the best of our knowledge, the indepth 
study of timedependent correlation between antibiotic levels in 
EBC and plasma using biosensors remains unexplored.

Consequently, there is still no consensus in the community 
on how to interpret the measured concentrations and how to 
correlate them with bloodbased measurements. In clinical 
practice, this uncertainty is translated into the following ques
tions: i) can we measure the antibiotic concentrations sensitive 
enough to perform PK/PD analysis? ii) how can we identify 
the effect of transport mechanisms on measured concentra
tions? and iii) can we quantify the instantaneous correlation 
between blood and noninvasive samples, preferably on the 
same platform?

To answer these questions, we introduce a versatile, polymer
based, disposable microfluidic sensor platform along with an 
antibodyfree and highly sensitive ßlactam assay (Figure 1) and 
explore its capabilities with animal experiments conducted on 
Landrace pigs treated with three different (under, over, and 
normal) dosages of piperacillin/tazobactam. We successfully 
demonstrate, for the first time, the detection and temporal 
monitoring of piperacillin/tazobactam in EBC, along with a 
correlation study exploring the link between plasma and EBC 
drug levels. Hereby, we employ a biosensor with a highperfor
mance syntheticbiologyenableed assay enabling measurement 
of very low (ng mL−1 range) drug concentrations, which is not 
possible to achieve with conventional chromatographybased 
methods[34] (Table S3, Supporting Information). We benchmark 
our platform with highperformance liquid chromato   graphy 
(HPLC) measurements (gold standard) by comparing the 
plasma ßlactam concentrations of pigs given standard dosage.
We further examine the impact of matrix effects by comparing 
plasma concentrations with those in EBC, saliva, and urine. We 
then survey the possibility of tracking concentration variations 
in untreated whole blood samples to explore the potential of our 
implemented biosensing system for pointofcare (POC) appli
cations. Finally, we study the multianalyte/sample capability of 
our technology as a potential platform to generate a crosscor
relation database via measurement of i) two different ßlactams 
and ii) piperacillin/tazobactam levels in plasma, EBC, saliva, 
and urine simultaneously on the same chip.

2. Methods

The microfluidic biosensor (miLab) was manufactured by using 
the dry film photoresist (DFR) technology.[35] Multiple DFR 
layers were stacked onto a platinumpatterned polyimide sub
strate, on which the microchannels and electrodes are realized 
(Supporting Information). Each biosensor consists of two con
secutive zones; an immobilization area and an electrochemical 
cell, which are separated by a hydrophobic stopping barrier to 
prevent electrode fouling.

Sample containing the analyte first goes through the 
immobilization area by capillary forces, in which competi
tive binding between the analyte (ßlactam in the sample) 
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and ampicillin–biotin conjugate to penicillin binding pro
tein3 (PBP3) takes place (Table S2, Supporting Information). 
Streptavidin–glucose oxidase (Str–GOx) is utilized as a detec
tion enzyme converting glucose to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). 
The signal transduction is achieved through the detection of 
the generated H2O2 in the electrochemical cell using a plat
inum working and counter electrode together with a silver/
silver chloride reference electrode. After each incubation step, 
a washing protocol is employed, where the microchannel was 
flushed with wash buffer. Unbound biomolecules are removed 
by applying a vacuum to the channel inlet, without contami
nating the measurement cell.

For the electrochemical readout, a glucose solution 
(40 × 10−3 m glucose in 10 × 10−3 m phosphatebuffered saline 
(PBS)) was pumped through the microfluidic sensor, which is 
catalyzed on the functionalized surface by GOx. Produced H2O2 
was amperometrically detected at the Pt working electrode by 
using a fully automated stopflow technique for signal amplifi
cation (Figures S11 and S12, Supporting Information). Herein, 
the signal is directly proportional to the amount of immobilized 
GOx and therefore, inversely proportional to the ßlactam con
centration in the sample.

The proposed platform relies on electrochemical sensing 
of particular antibiotics in different mediums, which requires 
a tailored functionalized surface with high sensitivity. In this 
study, this was achieved by two key biomolecules, namely 
PBP3 and an ampicillin–biotin conjugate. PBP3 was pro
duced in Escherichia coli and purified by immobilized metal 
affinity chromatography. After purification, imidazole (com
ponent of the elution buffer) was removed by dialysis, thereby 
changing the PBP3 surface charge distribution and facilitating 

its immobilization to the channel surface[10] (Figures S1 and 
S2, Supporting Information). The sensitivity of the assay was 
further improved by using casein as an alternative surface 
blocker (to previously employed bovine serum albumin) and 
optimizing each assay component with respect to the incuba
tion time and concentration (Figures S4–S9, Supporting Infor
mation). The improved assay yielded a limitofdetection (LOD) 
of 56  ng  mL−1 by fitting the measured data points to a four 
parametric sigmoidal curve (Figure S10, Supporting Informa
tion) with a wide operational window up to 1000 µg mL−1 and 
a sampletoresult time of less than 90 min. Since our system 
relies on the detection of analytes with ßlactam rings via PBP3, 
it can be extended for the monitoring of any type of ßlactam 
antibiotic (such as meropenem, cefuroxime) and/or any analyte 
with ßlactam ring (like tazobactam).

For both bloodbased and noninvasive samples, German Lan
drace hybrid pigs with a weight of 43 ± 3 kg (n = 11) were used. 
Following surgical intervention, a stabilization phase of 15 min, 
and randomization, piperacillin/tazobactam was injected intra
venously with either 200%, 100%, or 50% of the standard dose 
(4 g piperacillin and 0.5 g tazobactam). Samples of blood, saliva, 
and urine were taken before (start (ST)), 5  (Baseline (BL)), 30, 
60, 120, 180, and 240 min after administration of the antibi
otics. Expiratory gas is drawn from the airway’s mainstream 
and cooled down at −7.5 °C for condensation. The EBC samples 
were collected before injection of antibiotics and 30, 60, 120, 
180, and 240 min after (Figure S3, Supporting Information). 
Whole blood samples were analyzed immediately after collec
tion. Plasma, saliva, EBC, and urine samples were frozen and 
stored at −80  °C. In the sample preprocessing step, collected 
raw samples were diluted via a dilution factor optimized for 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104555

Figure 1. Utilization of proposed microfluidic biosensor (miLab) with the envisioned POC scenario. Both invasive and noninvasive samples collected 
from Landrace pigs given overdose, normal dose, and underdose piperacillin/tazobactam are analyzed using our electrochemical biosensor. The 
miLab chip consists of two consecutive zones separated by a hydrophobic stopping barrier. By separating the electrochemical detection zone from 
immobilization area, our platform can bypass the electrode fouling issue and operate with complex biofluids, like whole blood. A competitive and 
antibody-free assay using penicillin-binding proteins enables a rapid (less than 90 min) and highly sensitive (ng mL−1 range) detection of ß-lactams. 
Combining with multiplexed microfluidics, our biosensor has the potential to be used in multianalyte/sample measurements as well as PK/PD and 
correlation studies for individualized drug therapy.
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each sample type (Figures S13–S15, Supporting Information). 
Measured current density was also converted to free drug con
centrations to highlight the quantitative nature of the developed 
strategy by using the calibration curve generated with PBS 
samples spiked with different concentrations of piperacillin/
tazobactam (Figure S10, Supporting Information).

3. Results

Utilization of EBC analysis is a promising yet rather unex
plored alternative for personalized antibiotherapy. In this 
study, we first explored the possibility of bypassing transporta
tion related issues by using EBC since the blood–EBC transfer 
offers a more direct contact compared to other noninvasive 
alternatives. Figure 2 demonstrates the measured course of 
piperacillin/tazobactam concentrations in plasma and EBC for 
overdose, normal dose, and underdose scenarios. In all cases, 
similar clearance behavior (sudden decrease followed by a step
wise increase in current density) was observed for both plasma 
and EBC measurements. To our best knowledge, this is the first 
successful demonstration of the detection and clearance of anti
biotic concentrations in EBC samples.

The measured concentration in plasma immediately after 
the drug infusion (BL) reflected the dosage regimen (over–
normal–under), in average dropping from 6600 to 1700 to 
300  µg  mL−1 (Figure  2d–f). Furthermore, antibiotic clearance 
over time could be tracked for each individual case (over–
normal–under). Nonetheless, there was a striking variance in 
the rate of drug clearance between the different pigs at a given 
time. For instance, plasma concentration measured at 60 min 
was found to be highest for the normaldosed animals. EBC 
measurements further revealed that there is a 4order of mag
nitude decrease in the measured drug concentrations (from 
308  µg  mL−1 to 93  ng  mL−1 for the overdosed animal, for 
example), validating the expected concentration drop during 
the analyte transfer from the blood stream to aerosol parti
cles.[36] Interestingly, antibiotic concentrations found at 30 min 
were consistently around 90 ng mL−1. Considering the time it 
takes to collect breath condensates (also 30 min), this very first 
sample included the total amount of antibiotics transferred to 
the aerosols from the beginning of the drug infusion. Since the 
plasma concentrations after 30 min were found to be signifi
cantly different (Figure 2d–f), this upper limit in EBC concen
trations may indicate saturation of transport capacity through 
capillary walls, interstitial space, or epithelial cells (Figure 3d).

Next, we examined the impact of inherent characteristic 
of different biofluids on the drug clearance behavior by com
paring the plasma concentrations with those in EBC, saliva, 
and urine for an animal given an overdose of piperacillin/tazo
bactam (Figure 3). The clearance behavior observed in plasma 
was reflected by both EBC and saliva during the measurement 
period of 3 h. The rate of change of drug concentrations in EBC 
and saliva exhibited almost identical trends (Figure 3e). In the 
case of urine, however, the first antibiotic detection occurred 
after 3  h, indicating a significant process delay. The striking 
similarity between EBC and saliva concentration profiles (expo
nential decay) might be related to how we access the antibiotic 
carrier medium. Whole saliva was made of secretions from 

various glands, accumulating within the salivary ducts.[1,37,38] 
Antibiotics passing from the blood stream to the saliva were 
mixed and diluted within these ducts and then withdrawn 
from this “chamber.” As a result, the concentration in the saliva 
reflects the history of drug transportation at a given time giving 
cumulative (residence time) information rather than instanta
neous feedback. In fact, this natural process was mimicked in 
the EBC collection procedure, where sample collection takes 
30 min (Figure S3, Supporting Information). In our opinion, 
these similarities between measured concentration trends origi
nate from this natural (salivary glands)/artificial (EBC collector) 
sample collection procedure.

Benchmarking of our system was performed via comparing 
the plasma piperacillin concentrations measured with HPLC 
(gold standard) with the ones gauged with our biosensor. Meas
ured concentration values were fitted with an exponential decay 
function to demonstrate the clearance behavior (Figure 3f and 
Figure S17 (Supporting Information)). Remarkably similar 
decay factors “t1” were obtained, 47.58 for miLab and 48.55 for 
gold standard; indicating that both pharmacokinetic character
istics and the plasma levels of piperacillin/tazobactam can be 
estimated successfully with introduced platform.

Following the analysis of potential utilization of noninvasive 
samples in personalized antibiotherapy and benchmarking of 
our platform, we surveyed the possibility of tracking concen
tration variations in untreated whole blood samples, with the 
vision of a TDM platform similar to blood glucometers for POC 
applications. Blood samples collected from three different pigs 
given overdose, normal dose, and underdose of ßlactam anti
biotic were analyzed by using the same microfluidic platform 
(Figure  4). The applicability of the proposed system could be 
successfully demonstrated without any matrix effect and with 
a clearance behavior similar to the plasma measurements 
(Figure  4a–c). Furthermore, drug concentrations followed the 
dosage regimen quantitatively. Nonetheless, during the con
centration measurements, one anomaly was detected at around 
120 min for the normally dosed animal (Figure 4b). This time 
point correlated with an emergency dosage of propofol (an 
anesthetic drug) to maintain anesthesia of the animal. An 
additional test with a whole blood sample spiked with a similar 
concentration of propofol confirmed the hypothesis of drug 
interference (Figure S16, Supporting Information).

Observing multidrug interference and its impact on the 
quantitative analysis, we investigated the multiplexing capa
bility of our technology as a potential platform to generate a 
crosscorrelation database, which may help to reduce errors 
in the analysis when interfering analytes/drugs are present in 
the sample (Figure 5). On the multiplexed biosensor chip (Bio
sensor X), there are four functionalized zones coupled with 
their own electrochemical cells (Figure 5a,b).[39,40] In Biosensor 
X, each incubation area is followed by an individual electro
chemical cell, resulting in successive peaks by using stopflow 
measurements (Figure 5c). With this architecture, it is possible 
to combine: i) different assays for multianalyte measurements 
in a given medium (simultaneous quantification of ßlactams 
and sepsis biomarkers such as inflammation markers), ii) mul
tisample measurements over the same assay (piperacillin/tazo
bactam analysis in different sample types), or iii) a combination 
of both.

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104555
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Figure 2. a–f) Measured current densities (a–c) and calculated free drug concentrations (d–f) for plasma and EBC samples of animals given overdose 
(a,d), normal dose (b,e), and underdose (c,f) piperacillin/tazobactam. A similar clearance behavior and expected concentration decrease with respect 
to drug dosing regimen were observed for both plasma and EBC measurements over a time period starting from before antibiotic administration (0), 
after 5 (BL), 30, 60, 120, and 180 min. For EBC measurements, the collection time is 30 min and thus, the first samples were collected at t = 30 min. 
For overdose animal, no plasma sample was collected at t = 180 min. Bar plot for n = 4 replicates. The error bars represent ±standard deviation (SD).
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The possibility of multisample measurement was demon
strated by simultaneously analyzing four different animal 
samples from pig receiving normal dosage of piperacillin/
tazobactam on the same chip (Figure 5d). To demonstrate the 
clearance behavior of the drug, plasma, EBS, and saliva sam
ples were analyzed before and 60 min after antibiotic admin
istration; urine samples were collected 180 min after antibiotic 
administration. A clear signal decrease after 60/180 min was 
observed for each sample, indicating the presence of the drug 
and its simultaneous detection in different samples using Bio
sensor X.

To demonstrate the multianalyte sensing capability of Bio
sensor X, two different ßlactams (piperacillin/tazobactam and 
meropenem) were quantified on the same chip (Figure  5e). 
Plasma samples of two pigs given normal dosage of pipera
cillin/tazobactam and meropenem were analyzed and clearance 
behavior of the antibiotics was demonstrated by measuring 
the samples before and 5 min after antibiotic administration, 
simultaneously. To validate clearance behavior of piperacillin/
tazobactam obtained with Biosensors X, the same samples were 
also gauged with our singleanalyte biosensor; where a similar 
behavior was observed (Figure  5f and Figure S18 (Supporting 
Information)).

4. Discussion

In the current context of clinical TDM, drug concentration 
measurements are performed by using either chromatographic 

methods or immunoassays, hence limiting the large scale, dis
tributed TDM practice.[1,38] In this regard, our platform offers 
an opportunity to explore the full potential of personalized anti
biotherapy by providing i) a rapid (sampletoresult time in less 
than 90  min) and lowcost solution for quantitative measure
ment, ii) information about “free” drug concentration without 
any sample pretreatment, and iii) the potential for simultane
ously measuring different targets without compromising their 
simplicity. The proposed system is versatile with its wide opera
tional window (measurement range spanning from ng  mL−1 
to µg  mL−1 with a LOD of 56  ng  mL−1) and can be used for 
ßlactam antibiotic quantification in different sample types. 
We benchmarked our system with HPLC measurements (gold 
standard) via temporal analysis of plasma samples of animal 
giving normal dosage of piperacillin/tazobactam. Both the 
measured concentrations and the clearance behavior are in a 
good agreement with the goldstandard analysis (Figure 3f and 
Figure S18 (Supporting Information)).

In a typical electrochemical sensor, biomolecules for signal 
generation are immobilized on the electrode surface, which 
requires additional precautions such as protective coating to 
minimize the fouling caused by complex biofluids.[41] In our 
system, we inherently bypass the fouling issue, as we sepa
rated the immobilization zone and the electrochemical cell 
with a hydrophobic barrier (Figure  1 and Figure S11 (Sup
porting Information)). This design strategy enables us to work 
with complex biofluids such as whole blood without compro
mising sensitivity. We also tested the possibility of measuring 
i) complex biofluids and ii) different analytes on the same 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104555

Figure 3. a–d) Demonstration of the measured current densities over a time period starting from before antibiotic administration (0), after 5 (BL), 
30, 60, 120, and 180 min for plasma (a), saliva (b), urine (c), and EBC (d) samples of animals given overdose piperacillin/tazobactam. Bar plot for 
n = 4 replicates. Error bars represent ±SD. e) The drug concentration profiles for noninvasive samples revealing the decay in drug concentrations, 
and f) plasma piperacillin concentration gauged with HPLC measurement (gold standard) and our biosensor platform. Data points are fitted with an 
exponential decay function to demonstrate clearance behavior (n = 7; the error bars represent ±SD).
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chip simultaneously by using our multiplexed chip, Biosensor 
X. The results obtained were validated with our singleanalyte 
biosensor and suggest that simultaneous analysis of different 
samples and various drugs can be achieved by our multiplexed 
chip design.

Our observations reveal that there are distinct clearance 
behaviors for different mediums in accordance with their com
plex transport mechanisms. In principle, blood–EBC antibiotic 
transfer is expected to be more direct through capillary walls 
densely surrounding alveoli.[30] This potential of instantaneous 
access, however, is very difficult to realize in practice. If the 
exhaled breath condensate is collected in an external cooled 
chamber over a period of time, which was the case in our 
study, the accessible information from EBC involves a time 
delay and a history of concentration changes. As a remedy, 
alternative strategies can be utilized such as wearable breath 
sensors including face masks, inmouth/innose implants, or 
augmented sensing platforms exploiting natural sensors in the 
respiratory tract.[42] In this case, however, the sensor should 
be sensitive and selective enough to detect the analyte within 
more than 3000 volatile organic compounds in the presence 
of other exogenous effects.[1] Therefore, in our opinion, the 
nearfuture potential of exhaled breath for personalized antibi
otherapy lies in multisample framework, providing additional 
insights into metabolic activities. In the light of the know
ledge acquired in this work, one of our future work will be the 

extension of our paperbased wearable sensor,[43] which can be 
integrated onto any type of face masks, for the realtime and 
continuous measurement of ßlactam antibiotics from exhaled 
breath.

Transport dynamics into saliva glands depend on the dis
sociation constant, lipophilicity, pH, protein binding affinity, 
and ionizability of the drug,[1,38] and thus can be much more 
complex than capillary diffusion through alveoli.[37,44] Our saliva 
and EBC measurements yielded a similar exponential decay 
(Figure  3e), indicating that piperacillin/tazobactam transfer 
from blood to collected saliva was not influenced significantly 
by these inherent complexities. This outcome shows the poten
tial of our sensor for personalized salivabased ßlactam moni
toring. Urine goes through an even more complicated cycle, 
which composes a very rich sample containing urea, creatinine, 
ammonia, uric acid, blood cells, hormones, bilirubin, amino 
acids, proteins, sulfate, phosphate, chloride, sodium, potas
sium, and other trace elements.[45] Therefore, urine analysis 
is typically prone to low signaltonoise ratio due to the matrix 
effect. In our platform, we alleviated this issue by working with 
diluted urine samples, for which the assay sensitivity was opti
mized to be functional at very low concentrations. During the 
experiments, we did not observe any decrease in the current 
density for the first five measurements, which is followed by 
a sharp decrease indicating the presence of ßlactam in urine 
(Figure 3e).

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104555

Figure 4. a–f) Measured current densities (a–c) and calculated free drug concentrations (d–f) for untreated whole blood samples of animals given 
overdose (a,d), normal dose (b,e), and underdose (c,f) piperacillin/tazobactam over a time period starting from before antibiotic administration (0), 
after 5 (BL), 30, 60, 120, 180, and 240 min. The effects of the drug dosing regimen on drug clearance and measured concentrations were observed. 
One anomaly was observed during the measurements of normal dosed animals at t = 180 min, which was later found to be related to the emergency 
dosage of anesthetic drug. Bar plot for n = 4 replicates. The error bars represent ±SD.
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Another important use case for the developed sensor is the 
whole blood measurement, which enables an easy access to 
pharmacokinetically relevant information such as interpatient 
variance, effect of external factors, and dosage. The success of 
the antibiotherapy heavily depends on keeping the blood anti
biotic concentrations within the therapeutic range and this 
range must be tailored to respond the patient’s unique PK/PD. 
Such an individualization process, however, requires frequent 
sampling. Herein, low volume requirement and the ability to 

process untreated whole blood with the proposed sensor may 
catalyze the realization of onsite TDM. This is of particular 
importance for specific patient groups like pediatric, neo
natal, and elderly patients, for whom repetitive blood collec
tion via venipuncture is difficult. With a further improvement 
of the design and integrating all necessary components in one 
handheld device, it could be possible to utilize our platform 
for decentralized TDM, similar to the diabetes monitoring via 
blood glucometer.

Figure 5. Multianalyte/sample capability of the proposed biosensing technology. a,b) 3D rendering of the stacked multiplexed biosensor (Biosensor X), 
and four different incubation areas (a), and individual electrochemical cells and Teflon barriers preventing electrode fouling (b). c) Exemplary ampero-
metric signal readout of the multianalyte measurement. The first four successive peaks correspond to the accumulation of electrochemically active 
species in the immobilization area during stop-flow protocol. During the “flow” phase, these species are passing through neighboring electrochemical 
cells in addition to their own individual electrochemical cell, which creates the following faint peaks. d) Demonstration of multisample measurement 
capability of Biosensor X via temporal evaluation of four different sample types on the same chip. Bar plot for n = 4 replicates. The error bars repre-
sent ±SD. e) Time-dependent analysis of two different ß-lactam in plasma samples of animals given normal dosage of piperacillin/tazobactam and 
meropenem. Bar plot for n = 4 replicates. The error bars represent ±SD. f) Validation of Biosensor X via comparing clearance behavior of piperacillin/
tazobactam in plasma samples obtained with Biosensor X and miLab. Box and whisker plot for n = 7 (miLab) and n = 4 (Biosensor X) replicates. The 
error bars represent the outlier range.
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Alternative samples offer a great potential for a wide range 
of future onsite TDM applications. In the clinical practice, 
however, there are many uncertainties regarding the diagnostic 
correspondence of the measured concentrations in noninva
sive samples and how these concentrations are correlated to the 
more familiar bloodbased counterparts. Unfortunately, a direct 
correlation between a noninvasive sample and blood for a given 
analyte (piperacillin/tazobactam) is hard to formulate mainly due 
to the nonlinear transport mechanisms, which is further compli
cated by interpatient variance and exogenous factors. Our obser
vations demonstrate that we need to include more animals in our 
study to create a “database,” which may reveal the unknown link 
between blood and noninvasive matrices. This study could also 
be supported in the future with a prospective and observational 
pharmacokinetic study in patient populations. Consequently, 
multiplexed sensing can help to improve the overall reliability 
of the system by providing a physiological information for active 
calibration and correction of target concentrations.[38,46] There
fore, any proposed remedy has to be simple, fast, and economical 
enough to make therapeutic drug management decentralized.

In this work, we responded to this call by implementing a 
versatile platform that can operate with multianalyte/sample 
tasks. A successful realization of either bloodbased or nonin
vasive onsite monitoring of antibiotics using such a biosensor 
could be a gamechanger in the antibiotherapy in the longer 
run and beyond, since this technology could be extended to 
measure other drugs and biomarkers.[47] For instance, com
bining TDM of antibiotics and inflammation progress bio
markers could pave the way to personalized antibiotherapy.[48,49] 
This could be a significant landmark on the global combat 
against antibiotic resistances.

5. Experimental Section
Details of the experiments and methods are described in the Supporting 
Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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